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Team Excellence and Collaborative Team Leader Questionnaire:
	This would be a great questionnaire to give at a employee meeting. It asks the proper questions in order to solve or acknowledge any issues/concerns group members may be having. “Questionnaires filled out by team members and the team leader can aid in diagnosing specific areas of team problems and suggest action steps to be taken by the team,” (Northouse 2016, p. 393). Since this quiz is more beneficial with a group, I decided to take it alone and analyze what area I think that my team has the most issues with.  The aspect of team leadership that my team needs to work on is clearly defining our team goals. We have the ability and trust to accomplish our organizational targets, but the plans occasionally get lost during initial communication and then a mistake is made that is too late to fix.  


Gender-Leader Implicit Association Test: 

	I have the text version of this book, so it was a little difficult for me to judge the amount of time spent on each exercise. However, it is found that “many people are surprised to find out that they have a biased association favoring males and leadership,” (Northouse 2016, p. 419). Unlike many individuals, I found that there was only a difference of 6 seconds between trials and that I actually favored women as leaders. I do not see examples of this bias in my work environment, because I attempt to treat everyone equally, but I am not fully denying its existence. Although my results may not be as defined as others, I see the logic behind this test. I would be curious to know what the results of women vs. men are and how different their perspective of leadership positions are based on this association test. No matter what my results are, it is a wonderful tool to acknowledge, and explain, why the gender gap occurs. 


Leadership Style Questionnaire: 

	 I would like to consider myself under team management within the leadership grid, but I do believe I have much more work to accomplish before labeling myself so highly. I am definitely above middle-of-the-road management because I am certainly not satisfied with average anything. Whether it be the work environment, or the tasks we are accomplishing, I enjoy working with my team to accomplish the goal. With both my task and relationship scores equal, this questionnaire confirmed that I put the same amount of focus on completing tasks as I do connecting with people. I was very pleased to find this out considering I have high such expectations when it comes to completing work. 
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